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Sub: Amendment No. 1 to Final maximum permissible Speed Certificate for 19.8 t. axle
load BG Bogie Liquefied Petroleum Gas Tank Wagon Type BTPGLN.

Ref: (i) RDSO Speed certificate of even No dated 05t11D0A1.
(ii) Railway Board letter No 2015lCEDOiSRy10 dated Z4t0Tt201S.

A speed certificate was issued vide reference (i) above, for operation of BTPGLN
wagon for running up to maximum speed 80 kmph in empty condition & 75 kmph in
loaded condition, in spite of the trial results are satisfactory ridding characteristics
behavior at 100 kmph in empty and loaded conditions on straight track, station yard
and on 2 degree curve on main line standard track of Nagda-Ujjain-Bhopal sections of
Western Railway. The trial results of the wagon are indicated in RDSO's oscillation trial
Report No MT-266 of Jan 2001. The final speed certificate was issued on lesser speed
than 90 kmph (trial base) due to constraint of 90R rails at M+4 densities of track.

Railway Board's letter referred above at (ii), has suggested to increase the speed of
wagons through oscillation trials. The oscillation trials of the BTPGLN wagon has been
conducted earlier in Jan 2001. Oscillation trial report No MT-266 of Jan 2001 exhibits
satisfactory characteristic of BTPGLN wagon up to 100 kmph. on the basis of it,
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"2.0

2.1.1

2.1.2

2.1.3

2 1.4

2.1.5

BTPGLN wagons may be permitted to run up to a maximum speed of 90 kmph in
empty and loaded conditions on track maintained to other than C&M-|. Volume-l
standard.

ln this context, speed certificate of BTPGLN wagon is being amended by modifying the
clauses 2.0 and 2.1.1, 2.1.2 & 2.1.3 under clause of "2.1 Track", 2.2.1 & 2.2.2 under
clause of "2.2 Bridges" and 2.3.1 under clause of "2.3 Signalling" and adding the paras
2.1.4,2.1.5 under heading in clause "2.1 Track", para 2.2.4,2.2.5 & 2.2.6 under
heading in clause of "2.2 Bridges", para 2.3.2 under heading in clause of "2.3

Signalling", and para 2.5.1,2.5.2,2.5.3,2.5.4 & 2.5,5 under a heading of new clause
of "2.5 Traction lnstallation" are added and shall be read as under.

On the basis of design feature of BTPGLN wagon, satisfactory results of oscillation trial
contained in RDSO's oscillation trial report No. MT-266 and above, BTPGLN wagons
may be permitted to run up to a maximum speed of 90 KMPH in empty and loaded
conditions on track maintained to other than C&M-|, Volume-l standard.

The track shall be to a minimum standard of 52Kg (90 UTS) rail on sleepers with M+7
density and minimum depth of ballast cushion below sleeper of 250 mm, which may
consists of at least 100 mm clean and the rest in caked up condition on compact and
stable formation. However, in case track is laid with standard of 90R rail on sleeper
with M+4 density and minimum depth of ballast cushion below sleeper of 200mm,
which shall consist of at least 75mm clean and the rest in caked up condition on
compact and stable formation the maximum speed shall be restricted to 75 KMPH in
loaded conditions.

For track maintained to lower standard than that mentioned above, the Chief Engineer
of Railways shall decide the lower maximum permissible speed on the basis of
maintenance condition. ln this condition, Railway Board letter No. 65AI/DiSR/26 dated
19120.10.1966 may be seen, when Chief Engineer considers that the roadbed is not
compacted or there is improper drainage, he shall be suitably restrict the maximum
permissible speed, depending upon the local conditions.

The maximum permissible speed on curve shall be decided on the basis of existing
provision of the lndian Railway Permanent Way Manual, Second Reprint zoo4.

The welds shall be protected by joggled fish plates as per provisions of Para 6.4 and
Para 8.14 of USFD Manual and Para 6.3 of AT welding manual and other policy
instructions of Railway Board. The maintenance of Rails and Rail joints shall be
ensured as per Para 25A & 251 of IRPWM. ln addition, wherever condition warrants on
account of corrosion on raill weld collar, wear on rail, cupping of welds etc., necessary
precautions shall be taken for fish plating/ joggled fish plating.

Zonal Railway shall ensure further detailed examination of track as deemed fit based
on age cum condition basis, overdue renewal and condition of formation etc. as per
provisions of Chapter-lll of IRPWM-2004 regarding permanent way renewals.
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2.2.1

2.2.2

2.2.4

2.2.5

2.2.6

2.31

2 3.2

2.5

2.5.1

2.5.2

2.5.3

The clearance refers to bridges "Standard Spans" with standard design of girders,

slabs, pipe culverts, piers and abutments etc. issued by RDSO for BGML, RBG and

MBG-1987 standard loadings. However, the bearings of span 76.2 m (clear) designed
for BGML standard loading as per RDSO's drawing No. BA-11154 shall be
strengthened by providing two additional anchor bolts.

Superstructures and bearings of "Special Spans" (designed and constructed by Zonal
Railways based on site requirements) including Arches and sub-structures of all

bridges (all Standard & Special Spans) are to be examined under the directions of the
Chief Bridge Engineer concern and certified safe with respect to current lndian Railway
standard codes with up to date correction slips.

Specific restrictions are applicable as mentioned in relevant Speed Certificates of
hauling single/ multiple locomotives/ attached wagons issued by RDSO.

The above clause have been arrived considering bridges are in physically sound
condition. ln case the bridges are not in satisfactory physical condition, necessary
speed restriction to be imposed by concern Chief Bridge Engineer of Zonal Railway.

Location of bridges on which speed restrictions are imposed shall be notified by the
Railways and incorporated in the working time table.

Provisions of GR, SR, SEM and all extent instructions issued from time to time shall be
complied with.

The condonation regarding infringements in schedule of dimensions , if any,shall be
obtained in accordance with local conditions, before operation.

Traction Installation

The 25 KV AC OHE shall have swiveling type cantilever assembly having tension in
the conductors, regulated automatically with a presag. The presag of 50/100 mm is on
the contact wire for a maximum span of 72 m, proportionately less for smaller spans.

ln case of locations where 25 KV AC Porcelain Section lnsulators are installed on main
line and lies within first 1/10th and 1/3'd of the span, immediately after the OHE
Structure and the Runners are in trailing direction, the maximum speed shall be 120
kmph. At all other locations where 25 KV AC Porcelain Section lnsulators are installed,
the speed shall be limited to 80 kmph.

ln 25 KV AC traction area, the CEE of the Railway shall have to ensure that the
minimum height of the contact wire and electrical clearances as stipulated in provision
of Chapter-V and V-A, Electric Traction 'schedule of Dimensions of 1676 mm Gauge
(BG) revised 20O4' with latest Addendum & Corrigendum Slips is not violated and
strictly followed to ensure its safe running.

ln addition to above, the Chief Electrical Engineer of the Concerned Railway may
impose any temporary speed restriction on the basis of personal knowledge,

2.5.4
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experience of the Sectional OHE and the field conditions prevailing on the particular
section.

2.5.5 Ensuring no leakage of 'Liquefied Petroleum Gas', the Dome cover of '19.8 t Axle
load BTPGLN wagon' shall be closed & locked down condition during movement
under 25 KV AC traction system.

All other contents of the original speed certificate dated 0511112001 shall remain the same &
shall be applicable."
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